
The Clarksburg Village Swim team is seeking an energetic Assistant Coach for the 2023 Summer
swim season.

Our swim team includes a pre-team, regular team, that typically has about 250 swimmers and has
been in MCSL for over 10 Years and will compete in the MCSL Division B. The goal of the team is to
provide an opportunity for children ages 5 to 18 to have fun, build self-confidence, teamwork and
good sportsmanship through competitive swimming. We focus on giving our children a fun and
memorable summertime experience that also improves swimmer performance through practice and
competitions. Our season runs from the day after Memorial Day through Individual All-Stars.

Requirements and Primary Responsibilities for the Assistant Coach:
● Coaching at daily morning practice sessions and A and B meets. Meaning many of your

afternoons are free!
● Running practices and meets independently when necessary
● Providing constructive feedback and instruction to swimmers (every swimmer should get

some amount of feedback at every session)
● In-water coaching and demonstration
● Conducting stroke, turn, and start instruction
● Ability to break down and teach all 4 competitive strokes
● Coaching at all MCSL meets
● Knowledge of MCSL rules and procedures
● Participating in team social events
● Leading in team spirit activities such as Friday evening socials and theme preparation
● Ability to effectively communicate with head coach and board members.

Preferred candidates will have coaching, instruction, and competitive swim team experience. They
need to enjoy working with children; be energetic; and possess the ability to instruct, motivate and
unite swimmers of all ages and abilities. Coaches are expected to demonstrate leadership and
sportsmanship, promote team sport, have a fun disposition, provide constructive encouragement to
beginning swimmers in a positive manner, and be motivated to make the summer season a
memorable time for our swimmers.

● Current CPR and Lifeguard certifications are recommended
● Pool Location: 11881 Emerald Green Dr, Clarksburg, MD 20871
● Compensation: We offer a competitive salary commensurate with experience.

To apply, please submit a resume, prior relevant experience, salary requirements, and a list of
references to Cathy Greeves at clarksburgvillageswimteam@gmaill.com
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